Advances in uorescence microscopy enable monitoring larger brain areas in-vivo with 13 ner time resolution. The resulting data rates require reproducible analysis pipelines that are 14 reliable, fully automated, and scalable to datasets generated over the course of months. Here we 15 present CAIMAN, an open-source library for calcium imaging data analysis. CAIMAN provides 16 automatic and scalable methods to address problems common to pre-processing, including motion 17 correction, neural activity identi cation, and registration across di erent sessions of data collection. 18 It does this while requiring minimal user intervention, with good performance on computers 19 ranging from laptops to high-performance computing clusters. CAIMAN is suitable for two-photon 20 and one-photon imaging, and also enables real-time analysis on streaming data. To benchmark the 21 performance of CAIMAN we collected a corpus of ground truth annotations from multiple labelers 22 on nine mouse two-photon datasets. We demonstrate that CAIMAN achieves near-human 23 performance in detecting locations of active neurons. 24 25 30 di erent brain areas over extended periods of time (weeks or months). Advances in microscopy 31 techniques facilitate imaging larger brain areas with ner time resolution, producing an ever-32 increasing amount of data. A typical resonant scanning two-photon microscope produces data at a 33 rate greater than 50GB/Hour 1 , a number that can be signi cantly higher (up to more than 1TB/Hour) 34 with other custom recording technologies (Sofroniew et al. (2016); Ahrens et al. (2013); Flusberg 35 et al. (2008); Cai et al. (2016); Prevedel et al. (2014); Grosenick et al. (2017); Bouchard et al. (2015)). 36 This increasing availability and volume of calcium imaging data calls for automated analysis 37 methods and reproducible pipelines to extract the relevant information from the recorded movies, 38 i.e., the locations of neurons in the imaged Field of View (FOV) and their activity in terms of raw 39 1 Calculation performed on a 512ù512 FOV imaged at 30Hz producing an unsigned 16-bit integer for each measurement. 1 of 40 Manuscript submitted uorescence and/or neural activity (spikes). The typical steps arising in the processing pipelines are 40 the following (Fig. 1a): i) Motion correction, where the FOV at each data frame (image or volume) 41 is registered against a template to correct for motion artifacts due to the nite scanning rate and 42 existing brain motion, ii) source extraction where the di erent active and possibly overlapping 43 sources are extracted and their signals are demixed from each other and from the background 44 neuropil signals (Fig. 1b), and iii) activity deconvolution, where the neural activity of each identi ed 45 source is deconvolved from the dynamics of the calcium indicator. 46 Related work 47 Source extraction 48 Some source extraction methods attempt the detection of neurons in static images using supervised 49 or unsupervised learning methods. Examples of unsupervised methods on summary images include 50 graph-cut approaches applied to the correlation image (Kaifosh et al., 2014; Spaen et al., 2017), 51 and dictionary learning (Pachitariu et al., 2013). Supervised learning methods based on deep 52 neural networks have also been applied to the problem of neuron detection (Apthorpe et al., 2016; 53 Klibisz et al., 2017). While these methods can be e cient in detecting the locations of neurons, they 54 cannot infer the underlying activity nor do they readily o er ways to deal with the spatial overlap of 55 di erent components. 56 To extract temporal traces together with the spatial footprints of the components one can use 57 methods that directly represent the full spatio-temporal data in a matrix factorization setup e.g., 58 independent component analysis (ICA) (Mukamel et al., 2009), constrained nonnegative matrix 59 factorization (CNMF) (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016) (and its adaptation to one-photon data (Zhou 60 et al., 2018)), clustering based approaches (Pachitariu et al., 2017), dictionary learning (Petersen 61 et al., 2017), or active contour models (Reynolds et al., 2017). Such spatio-temporal methods are 62 unsupervised, and focus on detecting active neurons by considering the spatio-temporal activity of 63 a component as a contiguous set of pixels within the FOV that are correlated in time. While such 64 methods tend to o er a direct decomposition of the data in a set of sources with activity traces 65 in an unsupervised way, in principle they require processing of the full dataset, and thus can be 66 rendered intractable very quickly. Possible approaches to deal with the data size include distributed 67 processing in High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters (Freeman et al., 2014) , spatio-temporal 68 decimation (Friedrich et al., 2017a) , and dimensionality reduction (Pachitariu et al., 2017) . Recently, 69 Giovannucci et al. (2017) prototyped an online algorithm (ONACID), by adapting matrix factorization 70 setups (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016; Mairal et al., 2010) , to operate on calcium imaging streaming 71 data and thus natively deal with large data rates. 72 Deconvolution 73 For the problem of predicting spikes from uorescence traces, both supervised and unsupervised 74 methods have been explored. Supervised methods rely on the use of ground truth data to train 75 or t biophysical or neural network models (Theis et al., 2016; Speiser et al., 2017) . Unsupervised 76 methods can be either deterministic, such as sparse non-negative deconvolution (Vogelstein 77 et al. , 2010; Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016) that give a single estimate of the deconvolved neural 78 activity, or probabilistic, that aim to also characterize the uncertainty around these estimates 79 (e.g., (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2013; Deneux et al., 2016) ). A recent community benchmarking e ort 80 (Berens et al., 2017) characterizes the similarities and di erences of various available methods. 81 CAIMAN 82 Here we present CAIMAN, an open source suite for the analysis pipeline of both two-photon and one-83 photon calcium imaging data. CAIMAN includes frameworks for both o ine analysis (CAIMAN BATCH) 84 where all the data is processed at once at the end of experiment, and online analysis on streaming 85 data (CAIMAN ONLINE). Moreover, CAIMAN requires very moderate computing infrastructure (e.g., a 86 2 of 40 Manuscript submitted personal laptop or workstation), thus providing automated, e cient, and reproducible large-scale 87 analysis on commodity hardware. 88 Contributions 89 Our contributions can be roughly grouped in three di erent directions: 90 Methods: CAIMAN BATCH improves on the scalability of the source extraction problem by employing 91 a MapReduce framework for parallel processing and memory mapping which allows the 92 analysis of datasets larger than would t in RAM on most computer systems. It also improves 93 on the qualitative performance by introducing automated routines for component evaluation 94 and classi cation, better handling of neuropil contamination, and better initialization methods. 95 While these bene ts are here presented in the context of the widely used CNMF algorithm 96 of Pnevmatikakis et al. (2016), they are in principle applicable to any matrix factorization 97 approach. 98 CAIMAN ONLINE improves and extends the ONACID prototype algorithm (Giovannucci et al., 99 2017) by introducing, among other advances, new initialization methods and a convolutional 100 neural network (CNN) based approach for detecting new neurons on streaming data. Our 101 analysis on in vivo two-photon and light-sheet imaging datasets shows that CAIMAN ONLINE 102 approaches human-level performance and enables novel types of closed-loop experiments. 103 Apart from these signi cant algorithmic improvements CAIMAN includes several useful anal-104 ysis tools such as, a MapReduce and memory-mapping compatible implementation of the 105 CNMF-E algorithm for one-photon microendoscopic data (Zhou et al., 2018) , a novel e cient 106 algorithm for registration of components across multiple days, and routines for segmentation 107 of structural (static) channel information which can be used for component seeding. 108 Software: CAIMAN comes as a complete open source software suite implemented in Python, and 109 is already widely used by, and has received contributions from, the community. It contains 110 e cient implementations of the standard analysis pipeline steps (motion correction -source 111 extraction -deconvolution -registration across di erent sessions), as well as numerous other 112 features. Apart from Python, several of the tools presented here are also available in MATLAB ® . 113
Introduction
Understanding the function of neural circuits is contingent on the ability to accurately record and 27 modulate the activity of large neural populations. Optical methods based on the uorescence 28 activity of genetically encoded calcium binding indicators (Chen et al., 2013) have become a standard 29 tool for this task, due to their ability to monitor in vivo targeted neural populations from many Overview of analysis pipeline 133 The standard analysis pipeline for calcium imaging data used in CAIMAN is depicted in Fig. 1a . 134 The data in movie format is rst processed to remove motion artifacts. Subsequently the active 135 components (neurons and background) are extracted as individual pairs of a spatial footprint that 136 describes the shape of each component projected to the imaged FOV, and a temporal trace that 137 captures its uorescence activity ( Fig. 1b-d) . Finally, the neural activity of each uorescence trace 138 is deconvolved from the dynamics of the calcium indicator. These operations can be challenging 139 because of limited axial resolution of 2-photon microscopy (or the much larger integration volume 140 in one-photon imaging). This results in spatially overlapping uorescence from di erent sources 141 and neuropil activity. Before presenting the new features of CAIMAN in more detail, we brie y review 142 how it incorporates existing tools in the pipeline. 143 Motion Correction 144 CAIMAN uses the NORMCORRE algorithm (Pnevmatikakis and Giovannucci, 2017) that corrects non-145 rigid motion artifacts by estimating motion vectors with subpixel resolution over a set of overlapping 146 patches within the FOV. These estimates are used to infer a smooth motion eld within the FOV 147 for each frame. For two-photon imaging data this approach is directly applicable, whereas for 148 one-photon micro-endoscopic data the motion is estimated on high pass spatially ltered data, 149 a necessary operation to remove the smooth background signal and create enhanced spatial 150 landmarks. The inferred motion elds are then applied to the original data frames. 151 Source Extraction 152 Source extraction is performed using the constrained non-negative matrix factorization (CNMF) 153 framework of Pnevmatikakis et al. (2016) which can extract components with spatial overlapping 154 projections ( Fig. 1b) . After motion correction the spatio-temporal activity of each source can be 155 expressed as a rank one matrix given by the outer product of two components: a component in 156 space that describes the spatial footprint (location and shape) of each source, and a component 157 in time that describes the activity trace of the source (Fig. 1c ). The data can be described by the 158 sum of all the resulting rank one matrices together with an appropriate term for the background 159 and neuropil signal and a noise term ( Fig. 1d ). For two-photon data the neuropil signal can be 160 modeled as a low rank matrix (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016) . For microendoscopic data the larger 161 integration volume leads to more complex background contamination (Zhou et al., 2018) . Therefore, 162 a more descriptive model is required (see Methods and Materials (Mathematical model of the CNMF 163 framework) for a mathematical description). CAIMAN BATCH embeds these approaches into a general 164 algorithmic framework that enables scalable automated processing with improved results in terms 165 of quality and processing speed. (Berens et al., 2017) . Prior to deconvolution, the traces are detrended to remove non-stationary 172 e ects, e.g., photo-bleaching. 173 Online Processing 174 The three processing steps described above can be implemented in an online fashion on streaming 175 data using the ONACID algorithm (Giovannucci et al., 2017) . The After a brief mini-batch initialization phase, each frame is processed in a streaming fashion as it becomes available. From left to right: Correction for motion artifacts. Estimate of activity from existing neurons, identi cation and incorporation of new neurons. Periodically, the spatial footprints of inferred neurons are updated (dashed lines). algorithm by introducing a number of algorithmic features and a CNN based component detection 180 approach, leading to a major performance improvement. 181 We now present the new methods introduced by CAIMAN. More details are given in Methods and 182 Materials and pseudocode descriptions of the main routines are given in the Appendix. 183 Batch processing of large scale datasets on standalone machines 184 The batch processing pipeline mentioned above can become a computational bottleneck when 185 tackled without customized solutions. For instance, a naive approach to the problem might have as 186 a rst step to load in-memory the full dataset; this approach is non-scalable as datasets typically 187 exceed available RAM (and extra memory is required by any analysis pipeline). To limit memory 188 usage, as well as computation time, CAIMAN BATCH relies on a MapReduce approach (Dean and 189 Ghemawat, 2008). Unlike previous work (Freeman et al., 2014) , CAIMAN BATCH assumes minimal 190 computational infrastructure (up to a standard laptop computer), is not tied to a particular parallel 191 computation framework, and is compatible with HPC scheduling systems like SLURM (Yoo et al., 192 2003). 193 Naive implementations of motion correction algorithms need to either load in memory the full 194 dataset or are constrained to process one frame at a time, therefore preventing parallelization. tion correction is parallelized in CAIMAN BATCH without signi cant memory overhead by processing 196 several temporal chunks of a video data on di erent CPUs. CAIMAN BATCH broadcasts to each CPU a 197 meta-template, which is used to align all the frames in the chunk. Each process writes in parallel to 198 the target le containing motion-corrected data, which is stored in as a memory mapped array. This 199 allows arithmetic operations to be performed against data stored on the hard drive with minimal 200 memory use, and slices of data to be indexed and accessed without loading the full le in memory. 201 More details are given in Methods and Materials (Memory mapping). 202 Similarly, the source extraction problem, especially in the case of detecting cell bodies, is 203 inherently local with a neuron typically appearing in a neighborhood within a small radius from its 204 center of mass ( Fig. 2a ). Exploiting this locality, CAIMAN BATCH splits the FOV into a set of spatially 205 overlapping patches which enables the parallelization of the CNMF (or any other) algorithm to 206 extract the corresponding set of local spatial and temporal components. The user speci es the size 207 of the patch, the amount of overlap between neighboring patches and the initialization parameters 208 for each patch (number of components and rank background for CNMF, stopping criteria for CNMF-209 E). Subsequently the patches are processed in parallel by the CNMF/CNMF-E algorithm to extract 210 the components and neuropil signals from each patch. 211 Apart from harnessing memory and computational bene ts due to parallelization, processing in 212 patches acts indirectly as a dynamic range equalizer and enables CAIMAN BATCH to detect neurons 213 across the whole FOV, a feature absent in the original CNMF, where areas with high absolute 214 uorescence variation tend to be favored. This results in better source extraction performance. 215 After all the patches have been processed, the results are embedded within the FOV ( Fig. 2a ), 216 and the overlapping regions between neighboring patches are processed so that components 217 corresponding to the same neuron are merged. The process is summarized in algorithmic format in 218 Alg. 1 and more details are given in Methods and Materials (Combining results from di erent patches).
219

Initialization Methods
220
Initialization methods for matrix factorization problems can impact results due to the non-convex 221 nature of their objective function. CAIMAN BATCH provides an extension of the GREEDYROI method 222 used in Pnevmatikakis et al. (2016) , that detects neurons based on localized spatiotemporal activity. 223 CAIMAN BATCH can also be seeded with binary masks that are obtained from di erent sources, e.g., 224 through manual annotation or segmentation of structural channel (SEEDEDINITIALIZATION, Alg. 2). 225 More details are given in Methods and Materials (Initialization strategies). (a) Illustration of the parallelization approach used by CAIMAN BATCH for source extraction. The data movie is partitioned into overlapping sub-tensors, each of which is processed in an embarrassingly parallel fashion using CNMF, either on local cores or across several machines in a HPC. The results are then combined. (b) Re nement after combining the results can also be parallelized both in space and in time. Temporal traces of spatially non-overlapping components can be updated in parallel (top) and the contribution of the spatial footprints for each pixel can be computed in parallel (bottom . 2c ). 245 The component is rejected if the correlation coe cient is below a certain threshold ✓ sp (e.g., 246 ✓ sp < 0.5).
247
Trace SNR: Similarly, for each component we computed the peak SNR of its temporal trace av-248 eraged over the duration of a typical transient (Fig. 2d ). The component is rejected if the 249 computed SNR is below a certain threshold ✓ SNR (e.g., ✓ SNR = 2).
250
CNN based classi cation:
We also trained a 4-layer convolutional neural network (CNN) to classify 251 spatial footprints into true or false components ( Fig. 2e Component registration across multiple sessions 297 CAIMAN provides a method to register components from the same FOV across di erent sessions. 298 The method uses a simple intersection over union metric to calculate the distance between di erent 299 cells in di erent sessions and solving a linear assignment problem to perform the registration in 300 a fully automated way (REGISTERPAIR, Alg. 5). To register the components between more than 2 301 sessions (REGISTERMULTI, Alg. 6), we order the sessions chronologically and register the components 
306
Benchmarking against ground truth 307 To quantitatively evaluate CAIMAN we benchmarked its results against ground truth data. 308 Creating ground truth data through manual annotation 309 We collected manual annotations from multiple independent labelers who were instructed to nd 310 round or donut shaped 2 active neurons on 9 two-photon in vivo mouse brain datasets. The datasets 311 were collected at various labs and from various brain areas (hippocampus, visual cortex, parietal 312 cortex) using several GCaMP variants. A summary of the features of all the annotated datasets is 313 given in Table 2 . Details about the annotation procedure are given in Methods and Materials. 314 To address human variability in manual annotation each dataset was labeled by 3 or 4 inde-315 pendent labelers, and the nal ground truth dataset was created by having the di erent labelers 316 reaching a consensus over their disagreements (Fig. 3a ). The result of this process was de ned as 
Results
351
Manual annotations show a high degree of variability 352 We compared the performance of each human annotator against a consensus ground truth. The 353 performance was quanti ed with a precision/recall framework and the results of the performance 354 of each individual labeler against the consensus ground truth for each dataset is given in Table 1 . 355 The range of human performance in terms of F 1 score was 0.69-0.94, with average 0.83± 0.07 (mean 356 ± STD). All annotators performed similarly on average (0.83±0.05, 0.83±0.08, 0.84±0.06, 0.85±0.08). 357 We also ensured that the performance of labelers was stable across time (i.e. their learning curve 358 plateaued, data not shown). As shown in Table 1 (see also Fig 4b) the F 1 score was never 1, and in 359 most cases it was less or equal to 0.9, demonstrating signi cant variability between annotators. 365 We rst benchmarked CAIMAN BATCH and CAIMAN ONLINE against consensus ground truth for the 366 task of identifying neurons locations and their spatial footprints, using the same precision recall 367 framework (Table 1 ). Fig. 4a shows an example dataset (K53) along with neuron-wise matches 368 and mismatches between CAIMAN BATCH and consensus ground truth (top) and CAIMAN ONLINE vs 369 consensus ground truth (bottom).
CAIMAN BATCH and CAIMAN ONLINE detect neurons with near-human accuracy
370
The results indicate a similar performance between CAIMAN BATCH and CAIMAN ONLINE; CAIMAN 371 BATCH has F 1 scores in the range 0.68-0.79 and average performance 0.75±0.04 (mean±STD). On the 372 other hand CAIMAN ONLINE had F 1 scores in the range 0.68-0.82 and average performance 0.76±0.04. 373 While the two algorithms performed similarly on average, CAIMAN BATCH tends to perform better for 374 shorter datasets whereas online processing tends to lead to better results for longer datasets (see 375 Table 2 for characteristics of the various datasets). CAIMAN approaches but is in most cases below 376 the accuracy levels of human annotators (Fig. 4b ). This can be attributed to a number of reasons: Complete results with precision and recall for each dataset are given in Table 1 . (c-d) Performance of CAIMAN BATCH increases with peak SNR. (c) Example of scatter plot between SNRs of matched traces between CAIMAN BATCH and ground truth for dataset K53. False negative/positive pairs are plotted in green along the x-and y-axes respectively, perturbed as a point cloud to illustrate the density. Most false positive/negative predictions occur at low SNR values. Shaded areas represent thresholds above which components are considered for matching (blue for CAIMAN BATCH selected components and red for GT selected components) (d) F 1 score and upper/lower bounds for all datasets as a function of various peak SNR thresholds. Performance increases signi cantly for neurons with high peak SNR traces (see text for de nition of metrics and the bounds). Slope graph for the average correlation coe cient for matches between ground truth and CAIMAN BATCH, and between ground truth and CAIMAN ONLINE. Batch processing produces traces that match more closely the traces extracted from the ground truth data. (c) Empirical cumulative distribution functions of correlation coe cients aggregated over all the tested datasets. Both distributions exhibit a sharp derivative close 1 (last bin), with the batch approach giving better results.
above a certain SNR threshold that are matched with a ground truth component ( Fig. 4c , shaded 397 blue). Similarly we computed a recall metric as the fraction of ground truth components above 398 a SNR threshold that are detected by CAIMAN BATCH (Fig. 4c , shaded red), and an F 1 score as the 399 harmonic mean of the two (Fig. 4d ). The results indicate that the performance signi cantly grows as 400 a function of the SNR for all datasets considered, growing on average from 0.73 when all neurons 401 are considered to 0.92 when only neurons with traces having SNR g 9 are considered ( Fig. 4d ) 5 .
402
CAIMAN reproduces the ground truth traces with high delity 403 Testing the quality of the inferred traces is a more challenging task due to the complete lack 404 of ground truth data in the context of large scale in vivo recordings. As mentioned above, we 405 considered as ground truth the traces obtained by running the CNMF algorithm seeded with the 406 5 These precision and recall metrics are computed on di erent sets of neurons, and therefore strictly speaking one cannot combine them to form an F 1 score. However, they can be bound from above by being evaluated on the set of matched and non-matched components where at least one trace is above the threshold (union of blue and pink zones in Fig. 4c ) or below by considering only matched and non-matched components where both ground truth and inferred traces have SNR above the threshold (intersection of blue and pink zones in Fig. 4c ). In practice these bounds were very tight for all but one dataset ( Fig. 4d ). More details can be found in Methods and Materials (Performance quanti cation as a function of SNR). binary masks obtained by consensus ground truth procedure. After alignment of the ground truth 407 with the results of CAIMAN, the matched traces were compared both for CAIMAN BATCH and for 408 CAIMAN ONLINE. Fig. 5a , shows an example of 5 of these traces for the dataset K53, showing very 409 similar behavior of the traces in these three di erent cases. 410 To quantify the similarity we computed the correlation coe cients of the traces (ground truth vs 411 CAIMAN BATCH, and ground truth vs CAIMAN ONLINE) for all the 9 datasets ( Fig. 5b-c) . Results indicated 412 that for all but one dataset ( Fig. 5b ) CAIMAN BATCH reproduced the traces with higher delity, and 413 in all cases the mean correlation coe cients was higher than 0.9, and the empirical histogram 414 of correlation coe cients peaked at the maximum bin 0.99-1 (Fig. 5c ). The results indicate that 415 the batch approach extracts traces closer to the ground truth traces. This can be attributed to 416 a number of reasons: By processing all the time points simultaneously, the batch approach can found by both implementations. 106 and 31 additional components were detected by Zhou et al. 459 (2018) and CAIMAN BATCH respectively. The median correlation between the temporal traces of 460 neurons detected by both implementations was 0.86. Similar results were also obtained by running 461 CAIMAN without patches. Ten example temporal traces are plotted in Fig. 7b .
462
Computational performance of CAIMAN 463 We examined the performance of CAIMAN in terms of processing time for the various analyzed 464 datasets presented above (Fig. 8 ). The processing time discussed here excludes motion correction, 465 which is highly e cient and primarily depends on the level of the FOV discretization for non-rigid CPUs each) were allocated for the processing task (yellow). Fig. 8a shows the processing of CAIMAN 471 BATCH as a function of dataset size on the 5 longest datasets, whose size exceeded 8GB, on log-log 472 plot. 473 Results show that, as expected, employing more processing power results in faster processing. 474 CAIMAN BATCH on a HPC cluster processes data faster than acquisition time ( footprints. Fig. 8b -right shows that the two rst steps, which are required for each frame, can 494 be done in real-time. In Fig. 8c the cost per frame is plotted for the analysis of the whole brain 495 zebra sh recording. The lower imaging rate (1Hz) allows for the tracking of neural activity to be 496 done with computational cost signi cantly lower than the 1 second between volume imaging time 497 ( Fig. 8c) , even in the presence of a large number of components (typically more than 1000 per plane, 498 Fig. 6 ) and the signi cantly larger FOV (2048 ù 1188 pixels). As expected the cost of updating spatial 499 footprints can be signi cantly larger if done simultaneously for all components (Fig. 8c, bottom) . 500 However, the average cost of updating a single spatial footprint is roughly 8ms, enabling real-time 501 processing for each frame, when this step is evenly distributed among di erent frames/volumes, or 502 is performed by a parallel independent process (Giovannucci et al., 2017) . 503 The cost of processing 1p data in CAIMAN BATCH using the CNMF-E algorithm (Zhou et al., 2018 ) 504 is shown (Fig. 8d) lead to computational gains at the expense of increased memory usage. This is because the CNMF-E 506 introduces a background term that has the size of the dataset and needs to be loaded and updated 507 in memory in two copies. This leads to processing times that are slower compared to the standard 508 processing of 2p datasets, and higher memory requirements. However, as Fig. 8d plots of the 162 components that appeared in all sessions are shown in Fig. 9a , and parts of the 518 FOV are highlighted in Fig. 9d showing that components can be tracked in the presence of non-rigid 519 deformations of the FOV between the di erent sessions. 520 To test the stability of REGISTERMULTI for each subset of sessions, we repeated the same 521 procedure running backwards in time starting from day 6 and ending at day 1, a process that 522 also generated a total of 686 distinct active components. We identi ed the components present 523 in at least a given subset of sessions when using the forward pass, and separately when using whereas in column-major order consecutive elements of a column (last dimension) are contiguous. 625 Such decisions signi cantly a ect the speed at which data is read or written: in column-major order 626 reading a full column is fast because memory is read in a single sequential block, whereas reading a 627 row is ine cient since only one element can be read at a time and all the data needs to be accessed. 628 Therefore, the original dataset must be saved in the right order to avoid performance problems. 629 In the context of calcium imaging datasets, CAIMAN BATCH represents the datasets in a matrix 630 form Y , where each row corresponds to a di erent imaged pixel, and each column to a di erent 631 frame. As a result, a column-major order mmap le enables the fast access of individual frames at a 632 given time, whereas a row-major order les enables the fast access of an individual pixel at all times. 633 To facilitate processing in patches CAIMAN BATCH stores the data in row-major order. In practice, 634 this is opposite to the order with which the data appears, one frame at a time. In order to reduce The CNMF framework (Fig. 1d ) for calcium imaging data representation can be expressed in mathe-644 matical terms as (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016) 645
Here, Y À R dùT denotes the observed data written in matrix form, where d is the total number 646 of observed pixels/voxels, and T is the total number of observed timesteps (frames). A À R dùN 647 denotes the matrix of the N spatial footprints, A = [a 1 , a 2 , … , a N ], with a i À R dù1 being the spatial 
where W À R dùd is an appropriate weight matrix, where the (i, j) entry models the in uence of the 656 neuropil signal of pixel j to the neuropil signal at pixel i.
657
Combining results from di erent patches 658 To combine results from the di erent patches we rst need to account for the overlap at the bound- (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016) ). If A old , C old are the matrices of components to be 665 merged, then the merged component a m , c m are given by the solution of the rank-1 NMF problem:
Prior to merging, the value of each component at each pixel is normalized by the number of patches 667 that overlap in this pixel, to avoid counting the activity of each pixel multiple times. 668 We follow a similar procedure for the background/neuropil signals from the di erent patches. 669 For the case of two-photon data, the spatial background/neuropil components for each patch can 670 be updated by keeping their spatial extent intact to retain a local neuropil structure, or they can 671 be merged when they are su ciently correlated in time as described above to promote a more 672 global structure. For the case of one-photon data, CNMF-E estimates the background using a 673 local auto-regressive process (see Eq.
(2)) (Zhou et al., 2018) , a setup that cannot be immediately 674 propagated when combining the di erent patches. To combine backgrounds from the di erent 675 patches, we rst approximate the backgrounds B i from all the patches i with a low rank matrix 676 using non-negative matrix factorization of rank g b to obtain global spatial, and temporal background 677 components.
678
The resulting components are embedded into a large matrix B À R dùT that retains a low rank 679 structure. After the components and backgrounds from all the patches have been combined, 680 they are further re ned by running CNMF iteration of updating spatial footprints, temporal traces, 681 and neuropil activity. CAIMAN BATCH implements these steps in a highly parallel fashion (as also 723 Here we present the unsupervised and supervised quality assessment tests in more detail (Fig. 2) . 724 Matching spatial footprints to the raw data over the union of these intervals to obtain a spatial image < Y i > (Fig. 2c) . The Pearson's correlation 733 over space between < Y i > and a i (both restricted on a small neighborhood around the centroid of 734 a i ) is then computed, and component i is rejected if the correlation coe cient is below a threshold 735 value ✓ sp , (e.g., ✓ sp < 0.5). Note that a similar test is used in the online approach of Giovannucci et al. 736 (2017) to accept for possible new components. 737 Detecting uorescence traces with high SNR 738 For a candidate component to correspond to an active neuron its trace must exhibit dynamics 739 reminiscent of the calcium indicator's transient. A criterion for this can be obtained by requiring 740 the average SNR of trace c i over the course a transient to be above a certain threshold ✓ SNR , e.g., 741 ✓ SNR = 2, (Fig. 2d) . The average SNR is as a measure of how unlikely it is for the transients of c i (after 742 some appropriate z-scoring) to have been a result of a white noise process. 743 To compute the SNR of a trace, let R = Y * AC * B be the residual spatiotemporal signal. We 744 can obtain the residual signal for each component i, r i , by projecting R into the spatial footprint a i :
Details of quality assessment tests
Then the trace c i + r i corresponds to the non-denoised trace of component i. To calculate its SNR 746 we rst compute a type of z-score:
The BASELINE( ) function determines the baseline of the trace, which can be varying in the case of 748 long datasets exhibiting baseline trends, e.g., due to bleaching. The function NOISE( ) estimates 749 the noise level of the trace. Since calcium transients around the baseline can only be positive, we 750 estimate the noise level by restricting our attention only to the points t n where c i + r i is below the 751 baseline value, i.e., t n = {t : c i (t) + r i (t) f BASELINE(c i + r i )}, and compute the noise level as the scale 752 parameter of a half-normal distribution (Fig. 2b) :
We then determine how likely is that the positive excursions of z i can be attributed just to noise. We 
The (averaged peak) SNR of component i can then be de ned as
where *1 is the quantile function for the standard normal distribution (logit function) and a 760 component is accepted if SNR i g ✓ SNR . Note that for numerical stability we compute p i min in the 761 logarithmic domain and check the condition p i min f (*✓ SNR ). 762 We can also use a similar test for the signi cance of the time traces in the spike domain after 763 performing deconvolution. In this case, traces can be considered as spiking if the maximum height 764 due to a spike transient is signi cantly larger than a threshold. If we assume that the shape of each 765 calcium transient has been normalized to have maximum amplitude 1, then this corresponds to 766 testing is again an appropriate SNR threshold, e.g., ✓ SNR = 2, and i is the noise level for trace i. 768 Classi cation through convolutional neural networks (CNNs) 769 The tests described above are unsupervised but require ne-tuning of two threshold parameters 770 (✓ sp , ✓ SNR ) that might be dataset dependent and might be sensitive to strong non-stationarities. As a 771 third test we trained a 4-layer CNN to classify the spatial footprints into true or false components, 772 where a true component here corresponds to a spatial footprint that resembles the soma of a 773 neuron (See Fig. 2e and section Classi cation through convolutional networks for details). A simple 774 threshold ✓ CNN can be used to tune the classi er (e.g., ✓ CNN = 0.5). Collection of manual annotations and ground truth 776 We collected manual annotations from four independent labelers who were instructed to nd 777 round or donut shaped neurons of similar size using the ImageJ Cell Magic Wand tool Walker (2014) . 778 We focused on manually annotating only cells that were active within each dataset and for that 779 reason the labelers were provided with two summary statistics: i) A movie obtained by removing a will mostly be due to noise leading to practically uncorrelated neighboring pixels. 9 di erent mouse 789 in vivo datasets were used from various brain areas and labs. A description is given in Table 2 . To 790 create the consensus ground truth, the labelers were asked to jointly resolve the inconsistencies 791 with each others annotations. 792 The annotation procedure provides a binary mask per selected component. On the other 793 hand, the output of CAIMAN for each component is a non-negatively valued vector over the FOV 794 (a real-valued mask). The two sets of masks di er not only in their variable type but also in their 795 general shape: Manual annotation through the Cell Magic Wand tool tends to produce circular 796 shapes, whereas the output of CAIMAN will try to accurately estimate the shape of each active 797 component. To construct ground truth that can be directly used for comparison, the binary masks 798 from the manual annotations were used to seed the CNMF algorithm (Alg. 2). This produced a set 799 of ground truth real valued components with spatial footprints restricted to the areas provided by 800 the annotations, and a corresponding set of temporal components that can be used to evaluate 801 the performance of CAIMAN (Fig. 4) . Registration was performed using the REGISTERPAIR algorithm 802 (Alg. 5) and match was counted as a true positive when the (modi ed) Jaccard distance (Eq. 11) was 803 below 0.7. Details of the registration procedure are given below (see Component registration).
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Classi cation through convolutional neural networks (CNNs) 805 CAIMAN uses two CNN classi ers; one for post processing component screening in CAIMAN BATCH, 806 and a di erent one for screening candidate components in CAIMAN ONLINE. In both cases a 4 layer 807 CNN was used, with architecture as described in Fig. 2e also generalized to the rest of the datasets (Fig. 2e) Fluorescence microscopy methods enable imaging the same part of the brain across di erent 848 sessions that can span multiple days or weeks. While the microscope can visit the same location 849 in the brain with reasonably high precision, the FOV might might not precisely match due to 850 misalignments or deformations in the brain medium. CAIMAN provides routines for FOV alignment 851 and component registration across multiple sessions/days. Let a 1 1 , a 1 2 , … , a 1 N 1 and a 2 1 , a 2 2 , … , a 2 N 2 the 852 sets of spatial components from sessions 1 and 2 respectively, where N 1 and N 2 denote the total 853 number of components from each session. We rst compute the FOV displacement by aligning 854 some summary images from the two sessions (e.g., mean or correlation image), using some non-855 rigid registration method, e.g., NoRMCorre (Pnevmatikakis and Giovannucci, 2017) . We apply the 856 estimated displacement eld to the components of A 1 to align them with the FOV of session 2. To 857 perform the registration, we construct a pairwise distance matrix D À R N 1 ùN 2 with D(i, j) = d(a 1 i , a 2 j ), 858 where d( , ) denotes a distance metric between two components. The chosen distance corresponds 859 to the Jaccard distance between the binarized versions of the components. A real valued component 860 a is converted into its binary version m(x) by setting to 1 only the values of a that are above the 861 maximum value of a times a threshold ✓ b , e.g.,
To compute the distance between two binary masks m 1 , m 2 , we use the Jaccard index (intersection 863 over union) which is de ned as
and use it to de ne the distance metric as
where ✓ d is a distance threshold, e.g., 0.5 above which two components are considered non-866 matching and their distance is set to in nity to prevent false assignments. 867 After the distance matrix D has been completed, an optimal matching between the components 868 of the two sessions is computed using the Hungarian algorithm to solve the linear assignment allowing for e cient tracking of components across multiple days (Fig. 9 ), and the comparison 881 of non-consecutive sessions through the union without the need of direct pairwise registration 882 (Fig. 10) ). An alternative approach to the problem of multiple session registration (CELLREG For the analysis of the whole brain zebra sh dataset, CAIMAN ONLINE was run for 1 epoch with 930 the same parameters as above, with only di erences appearing in the number of neurons during 931 initialization (600 vs 2), and the value of the threshold for the online CNN classi er (0.75 vs 0.5).
932
The former decision was motivated by the goal of retrieving with a single pass neurons from a 933 preparation with a denser level of activity over a larger FOV in this short dataset (1885 frames). 934 To this end, the number of candidate neurons at each timestep was set to 10 (per plane). The 935 threshold choice was motivated by the fact that the classi er was trained on mouse data only, and 936 thus a higher threshold choice would help diminish potential false positive components. Rigid 937 motion correction was applied online to each plane.
938
Performance quanti cation as a function of SNR
939
To quantify performance as a function of SNR we approximate the ground truth traces by running 940 CAIMAN BATCH on the datasets seeded with the "consensus" binary masks obtained from the manual 941 annotators. After that the average peak-SNR of a trace c with corresponding residual signal r (5) is 942 obtained as 943 SNR(z) = * *1 (p min ),
where *1 ( ) denotes the probit function (quantile function for the standard Gaussian distribution), 944 z is the z-scored version of c + r (6) and p min is given by (8). 945 Let c gt 1 , c gt 2 , … , c gt N be the ground truth traces and c cm 1 , c cm 2 , … , c cm N be their corresponding CAIMAN 946 inferred traces. Here we assume that false positive and false negative components are matched with 947 trivial components that have 0 SNR. Let also SNR gt i = SNR(c gt i ) and SNR cm i = SNR(c cm i ), respectively. 948 After we compute the SNR for both ground truth and inferred traces the performance algorithm 949 can be quanti ed in multiple ways as a function of a SNR thresholds ✓ SNR : 950 Precision: Precision at level ✓ SNR , can be computed as the fraction of detected components with SNR cm > ✓ SNR that are matched with ground truth components. It quanti es the certainty that a component detected with a given SNR or above corresponds to a true component. The ground truth obtained through the consensus process was screened for possible duplicate 970 selections. To detect for duplicate components we de ne the degree of spatial overlap matrix O as 
PREC(✓
where BASELINE : R T ≠ R T is a baseline extraction function, and B is the estimated background 981 signal. Examples of the baseline extraction function are a percentile function (e.g., 10th percentile), 982 or a for longer traces, a running percentile function, e.g., 10th percentile over a window of a hundred 983 seconds 6 . To determine the optimal percentile level an empirical histogram of the trace (or parts of 984 it in case of long traces) is computed using a di usion kernel density estimator (Botev et al., 2010) , 985 and the mode of this density is used to de ne the baseline and its corresponding percentile level. 986 The F _F activity of component i can then be written as
The approach we propose here is conceptually similar to practical approaches where the F _F is 988 computed by averaging over the spatial extent of an ROI (Jia et al., 2011) with some di erences: 989 i) instead of averaging with a binary mask we use the a weighed average with the shape of each 990 component, ii) signal due to overlapping components is removed from the calculation of the 991 6 Computing the exact running percentile function can be computationally intensive. To reduce the complexity we compute the running percentile with a stride of W , where W is equal or smaller to the length of the window, and then linearly interpolate the values. background uorescence, and iii) the traces have been extracted through the CNMF process prior 992 to the F _F extraction. Note that the same approach can also be performed to the trace Òa i Ò 2 c i 993 that does not include the residual traces for each component. In practice it can be bene cial to 994 extract F _F traces prior to deconvolution, since the F _F transformation can alleviate the e ects 995 of drifting baselines, e.g., due to bleaching. For the non-deconvolved traces f i some temporal 996 smoothing can also be applied to obtain more smooth F _F traces.
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